OPIM DELL INFO PRTY HADD WAVE TRAV CITE CUAT-1293

RVLAT JMZIP

REF: BELL 4627 OUT 07/62

PONCHAY FROM REINGRUBER

1. ESVEHICLE-1 HAS GRANTED PERMISSION FOR REV COUNCIL TO COME
   JMADD OR JMTRAV.

2. WOULD LIKE TO POINT OUT IT COULD BE VERY EMBARRASSING TO ALL
   CONCERNED IF UN OR NEWSPAPER SOURCES EVER LEARN OF THEIR
   WHEREABOUTS IN CUAT.

END OF MESSAGE

C/F comment: * Requested that ESVEHICLE-1 (3) be asked permission to take the
   Revolutionary Council to a zone of activity, such as JMADD (4) or JMTRAV (4)
   at the earliest moment.